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Abstract

The phenomenon of serendipity is prevalent in the fields of science, technology and the arts: the 
ubiquitous nature of serendipity is present within many philosophies and diverse artistic 
practices and furthermore, extends itself to all creative efforts. Therefore, I propose a study of 
Bergson’s unique process philosophy, specifically his notions of duration, memory, intuition 
and free will, in order to construct a framework for critical discourse around serendipity within 
contemporary artistic practice. Within this framework I maintain serendipity as the process of 
making and developing unexpected yet intuitive discoveries.

Throughout, I will follow the origin and development of this notion of serendipity in terms of 
intuitive understanding and discovery and thence, expose the serendipity inherent in artistic 
practice. Bergson’s process philosophy reveals serendipity as a viable method for creativity; I 
identify the expansion of serendipity within my own practice and contemporary art, yet 
specifically within durational artistic practice.

Serendipity has received considerable attention within investigative research, yet has 
arguably been overlooked in terms of artistic practice. The process of artistic creation can be 
seen as unrestricted, qualitative research equally (if not more) receptive to moments of 
serendipity. Therefore, in the realm of art, ‘serendipity’ provides an as yet relatively undefined 
concept to be sculpted within the framework of Bergson’s philosophy in order to gain a novel 
and valuable methodical perspective.



Introduction

This study of ‘serendipity’ as the process of making and developing unexpected yet intuitive 
discoveries is grounded through Bergson’s philosophy by shedding light on the process within 
the phenomena revealing a viable alternative method for creativity.

Bergson provides insight into the fundamental processes of the conscious individual through 
discussion of his notion of free will – which is structured through the discourse of duration, 
memory and intuition.
The origin of the word - along with Bergson’s process philosophy - is essential to our 
contemporary understanding of the term, revealing the consciousness necessary to experience 
and consider unsought findings1, thus structuring a framework for working with these unsought 
findings and novel associations. 

Through Bergson’s notion of intuition serendipity may be viewed as an interactive method of 
exploring unique and contingent experiences; engaging free will and precise intuition with our 
inadvertent lived experiences which may bring about meaningful and significant discoveries in 
order to leap beyond reason. This mesh of perceptions from Bergson provides a solid foundation 
on which to structure and expand the existing form of serendipity. The redeveloped ‘serendipity’ 
is then proposed as a creative method through discussion of my own artistic practice along with 
the sculptural work of Ruth Claxton and Jeppe Hein and the documentaries and photography of 
Agnes Varda and Richard Wentworth respectively.

In conclusion, the dynamic combination of Bergson’s insight and serendipity’s potential is shown 
as, not only successful in this reassessment of the creative process, but also constructive and 
propitious in terms of our endeavour.

I am intrigued by the artist as Researcher, Investigator and Explorer: It is not the end product 
of Art that I wish to discuss, but the process and the means to this end.

The narrative of discovery has dynamic potency: in any creative practice the work does not finish 
when the studio or laboratory door closes; moments in the flux of reality may show creativity to 
only the prepared mind2. Whether it be the hidden musicality of my mother’s cleaning of the 
piano, the mark making made by tap dancing on the kitchen table or mutated carrots in the 
allotment, the unsought discovery reveals its capabilities to the receptive, creative and intuitive 
mind.

1 Pek van Andel, ‘Anatomy of the Unsought Finding, Serendipity: Origin, History, Domains, Traditions, Appearances, 
Patterns and Programmability’, British Journal for the Philosophy of Science 45 (2) 1994: 631-648 (p. 638)
2 Louis Pasteur, Inaugural lecture as professor and dean of the faculty of science, University of Lille, France, December 7, 
1854 – A Treasury of the World’s Great Speeches, 1954, ed. Houston Peterson, p. 473



The Origin and Definition of “Serendipity”

Serendipity is defined as “the occurrence and development of events by chance in a happy or 
beneficial way1” however the term now deserves sincere and progressive consideration in 
relation to creativity and innovation.

This mellifluous word is continually evolving and often mutating; the nuanced definition proves 
problematic, yet in terms of this essay it is consistent and precise - the process of making 
unexpected yet intuitive discoveries.

Moreover, the term “Serendiptology” was conceived to help structure our thinking, referring 
to a consciousness in which these unexpected yet intuitive discoveries become core to artistic 
research and practice.

Pek van Andel, self-acclaimed Serendiptologist2, agrees (in definition and endeavour) when he 
stated serendipity ‘as the art of making an unsought finding [seeking to] introduce a new and 
possibly stimulating perspective on the old subject of serendipity3’. This novel perspective of the 
concept (when seen in light of the original context4) binds practical experience with creativity 
and yields great potential for artistic innovation. 

The word emerged in a visual context in relation to a piece of artwork, coined in a letter written 
by Horace Walpole5 to announce the safe arrival of a painting. Walpole wrote of his discoveries 
in connection to the artwork, claiming he derived the term from the tale of ‘The Three Princes 
of Serendip6’ who were ‘always making discoveries, by accident or sagacity, of things which they 
were not in quest of7’.

Walpole additionally noted that serendipity was inherent in invention; ‘many discoveries have 
been made by men who were a la chase of something very different...the art of making gold and 
of living forever have not yet been found out- yet to how many noble discoveries has the pursuit 
of those nostrums given birth!8’, suggesting serendipity prevailed long before Walpole named it, 
yet it is “no longer a niche-word filling a semantic gap...9”

1  “serendipity, n” The Oxford English Dictionary (OED), 2nd ed. 1989, Oxford University Press, Oxford, England [accessed 
January 7, 2010] 
2 Pek van Andel, ‘Anatomy of the Unsought Finding’ (p. 638) 
3 Pek van Andel, ‘Anatomy of the Unsought Finding’ (p. 631)
4 ‘Serendipity and The Three Princes; From the Peregrinaggio of 1557’, ed. by Theodore G. Remer, 1965, University of 
Oklahoma Press, Norman, Oklahoma, USA 
5 James H. Austin, M.D, ‘Chase, Chance and Creativity; The Lucky Art of Novelty’, 1978, Columbia University Press, New 
York, USA (p. 66-67) (Walpole to Mann, January 28, 1754, The Yale Edition 20 (1960), p. 407 -408
6 ‘Serendipity and The Three Princes’, ed. by Theodore G. Remer
7 James H. Austin, M.D, ‘Chase, Chance and Creativity’, (p. 67) (Walpole to Mann, January 28, 1754) 
8 Walpole to Hannah Moore, September 10, 1789, The Yale Edition 31 (1961), p. 335 11
9 Robert K. Merton, ‘The Travels and Adventures of Serendipity: A Study in Sociological Semantics and the Sociology of 
Science’, 2004, Princeton University Press, Oxfordshire, England (p. 37)



“If man were to enquire of nature the reason of her creative activity, and if she were willing to give 
ear and answer, she would say – “Ask me not, but understand in silence, even as I am silent and am 
not wont to speak1.””

Henri BERGSON

In order to fill this ‘semantic gap2’ insight from Bergson’s process philosophy is considered in 
order to develop the framework for serendipity in creative practice. It is the coincidence of 
intelligence and instinct, present and past, matter and memory, that supports this framework, yet 
in order to understand these dichotomies (and reveal where serendipity lies between them) we 
must begin with the complexities of:

1 Henri Bergson, ‘Time and Free Will: An Essay on the Immediate Data of Consciousness’ 6th ed. (1950) Riverside Press, 
Edinburgh, Scotland (translated in preface by F.L. Pogson)
2 Robert K. Merton, ‘The Travels and Adventures of Serendipity’ (p. 37)



...on Free Will

Bergson’s understanding of human experience in ‘Time and Free Will1’ (TFW) attempts to 
validate the reality of human freedom through analysis of our immediate experience of time. 
According to Bergson the traditional problem of free will is misconceived due to disparity 
between the philosophy of time and of space hence contrasting the quality of authentic, 
subjective experience and it’s description in the language of mechanistic science.

The abstract methods of tradition are disregarded by Bergson in challenging reality constructed 
by elaborate thought. Bergson demonstrates a reality given in immediate experience as a flux: a 
continuous process of becoming to be grasped by intuition.

In order to establish himself, Bergson develops his notion of time: his process philosophy of 
change argues against the spatialisation of thought in which phenomena are broken down into 
discrete components to be sequenced, manipulated and quantified; rather, he views time as 
qualitative and durational, and sees intuition as within experience. He holds that quantitative 
differences are applicable only to magnitudes – that is, to space, and therefore should not 
interfere with our sense of time (or intensities) - maintaining homogenous, measurable time as 
an artificial concept formed by the intrusion of space into the realm of duration. By abandoning 
the abstract time of science, language and common sense disparity arises between ‘time’ as we 
experience it (a fluid, continuous flow of qualitative intensities) and a mechanical, spatial 
representation of time (as quantitative, divisible and measurable).

Bergson challenged these deterministic and mechanical laws inherent in this false notion of 
time, as they have obscured the spontaneity, freedom, and creativity of consciousness: thus, 
Bergson advocates the modern task of philosophy as an investigation into our qualitative 
experience of real duration, ‘unmediated by habit, social life, or linguistic convention.2’
It is through the unpacking of Bergson’s dichotomies – space-time, mechanism-dynamism, 
qualitative-quantitative, logic-intuition – that one may grasp the problematic spectrum of 
human experience and the importance of differentiation. For example, duration (la durée) is 
categorized as psychological, qualitative and heterogeneous, with no hint of predictability or 
linear determinism: whereas abstract time is linked with space, which is physiological, 
homogenous and mechanistic. It is within this distinction that free will becomes apparent; 
Bergson asks the question – why ‘confuse space with real time and so fail to see that we are not 
machines but genuinely free individuals? 3’

1 Henri Bergson, ‘Time and Free Will’ (TFW)
2 Rhiannon Goldthorpe, ‘Oxford Companion to French Literature – Henri Bergson’, 1995, < http://www.answers.com/topic/
henri-bergson> [accessed January 7, 2012]
3 John Mullarkey, ‘Bergson and Philosophy’ 1999, Edinburgh University Press Ltd., Edinburgh (p.10)



His response is to define consciousness and therefore freedom by differentiating between time 
and space, and thus the immediate data of consciousness is revealed as temporal (la durée). In la 
durée there is no juxtaposition of events - no mechanistic causality - and within this the 
experience of freedom reveals itself as the constant process of becoming.

Furthermore, defining oneself in terms of external phenomena is to interpret action through 
space, thus adopting a deterministic view of human action as inert and uncreative. However in 
reality, time must be viewed without this linear, external framework: for Bergson there are no 
existing pathways, as this would suggest a creative or free act could pre-exist its actuality. Infact, 
we conjure up the pathways retrospectively by accomplishing the free act. In this way, the free act 
can only be known by the conscious being that endures the intensity and cannot be 
communicated to another conscious being1. Mapping the future in terms of space cannot ade-
quately represent the conscious succession of intensities experienced - as if forks in the path are a 
reality, employed as a thing, which distorts the reality of consciousness and activity as a process2.

Bergson employs the image of a city to demonstrate the ineptness of the determinist’s fixed path-
way in clarifying experience (and mobility); a city can be constructed by photographs taken from 
every possible angle, yet this can never provide the experiential, intuitive value of walking in the 
city itself. The method of intuition is thus getting back to the things-in-themselves3.

Within this durational context the free and intuitive action ‘drops from [the self] like an over-
ripe fruit’4. Bergson employs this image to show how the pathways are symbolical representa-
tions that do not exist as two separate things (or tendencies), but exist together indeterminately 
as a “self which lives and develops”5 from which the free act becomes. This drop may be seen as 
the moment of recognition within serendipity, involving a coincidence of prepared interior ca-
pacity with exterior conditions, in other words, collaboration between oneself and la durée.

Bergon insists on the reality of free will, yet admits “free acts are exceptional [and] freedom thus 
understood is not absolute...it admits of degrees”6. Thus the dichotomy of determinism-indeter-
minism becomes a plurality of degrees of freedom. In context, most of our daily actions do not 
disrupt our rationality, but pick from it as situations arise; yet serendipity requires a constant 
awareness and ability to interrupt one’s rationality.

Therefore, freeing oneself from mechanical determinism the conscious being ‘becomes a sen-
tient, coherent being that is free, from moment to moment, to explore and create its possible 
futures7’ (and possible artworks). Serendipity motivates this process: an individual requires a 
free will to make the essential associations and improvisations, yet serendipity imparts a certain 
freedom also: a freedom from determinism, specificity and biases. In other words, for the crea-
tive mind, free will becomes a free method.

1 Henri Bergson, ‘TFW’ (pg. 200)
2 Henri Bergson, ‘TFW’ (pg. 196)
3 Henri Bergson, ‘The Creative Mind: An Introduction to Metaphysics’ (1946) The Philosophical Library, NY (p. 160-161)
4 Henri Bergson, ‘TFW’ (pg. 176)
5 Henri Bergson, ‘TFW’ (pg. 176)
6 Henri Bergson, ‘TFW’ (pg 167)
7 Henri Bergson, ‘TFW’ (Abstract)



...on Duration and Memory 
                     as the framework for durational identity

Duration lays the foundations not only for a new convention of metaphysics, but for the frame-
work of serendipity within artistic practice: perceiving the flux of reality as the overall process for 
creativity.

Essentially, duration consists of a purely internal succession without exteriority, whereas space 
consists of an exteriority without succession. This spatialisation of thought, in which phenomena 
are broken down into discrete components, creates a false problem1 consequently, Bergson 
intends to distinguish between ‘space’ and ‘time’ to avoid ‘badly analysed composites2’: it is 
through the reanalysis that the differences in kind beneath the degrees are exposed.

Accordingly, if experience is a composite we must know them separately in order to extract them 
(via Platonic inspiration)3. Space is an impure combination of homogenous time, quantitative 
differentiation and multiplicities of exteriority, simultaneity, juxtaposition and order: it is 
numerical and discontinuous and therefore conveys only differences in degree. Duration is a pure 
internal multiplicity of succession, heterogeneity and qualitative discrimination; its continuity 
cannot be reduced to numerical order, thus conveying differences in kind. Through this precise 
distinction Bergson reveals a spontaneous, free and creative consciousness within the specifics of 
duration.

Here, Bergson has altered the problem in order to realise the solution, which is inherent in the 
precisely proposed question. Matter has no hidden power; it ‘is no more than what it presents to 
us at any given moment’4. It is the creative mind that recognises potential within experience and 
objects. Serendipity, as essentially an internal phenomenon lies within this individual creative 
and durational consciousness.

Within this creative mind, Bergson conveys memory as individual consciousness and freedom, 
culminating in our experience of duration. Thus, memory can be seen as a durational identity: a 
‘tool’ simultaneously engaging the ‘conservation and preservation of the past in the present’5. In 
other words, our immediate experience in the present moment containing the expanding accu-
mulations of past experience (as images) within the present. This suggests memory as the 
mechanism by which serendipity may be recognised by conscious and free individuals.    

1 Gilles Deleuze, ‘Bergsonism’ 1988, Urzone, Inc., Brooklyn, New York (p. 17)
2 Gilles Deleuze, ‘Bergsonism’ (p. 17)
3 Gilles Deleuze, ‘Bergsonism’ (p. 22)
4 Henri Bergson, ‘The Creative Mind’ (p. 137)
5              Henri Bergson, ‘Matter and Memory’, 2004, ed. By N. Paul & W. Scott Palmer, Dover Publications, England (p. 152)



With memory as a succession, “the following moment always contains over and above the 
preceding one the memory that the latter has left it”1 yet since the moment has not yet 
disappeared when the next arises these two moments contract; the latter towards to the future 
and the other towards the past: all the while the present endures division at each moment. 
Within the spectrum of elements involved in creativity, ‘True creativity is characterised by a 
succession of acts, each depending on the one before and suggesting the one after2’, revealing 
memory as an inherent device for the artistic process.

Yet, this device is not mechanical: any attempt to determine the location of recollections3 is a 
false problem. To consider memory as a reservoir in the brain is a badly analysed composite; the 
brain itself is an object – it is matter – and our memory is subjective, therefore there is a 
difference in kind between matter and memory. Memory resides nowhere except in duration, 
thus it is preserved in itself - within ourselves and furthermore, has no psychological existence - 
it is purely intuitive.

For Bergson, images are inadequate to convey the dynamic process of duration however his
 image (below) of the inverted cone is a successful compromise:

The cone diagram of memory conveys the contraction 
of past perceptions condensed into the present and existing 
in the present resulting in the ability to recognise 
serendipitous moments. The plane ‘P’ is one’s actual 
representation of the universe; the cone ‘SAB’ symbolises 
(pure)memory; ‘AB’ at the cone’s inverted base are the oldest
 unconscious memories, which may come to the point of 
the cone spontaneously. The cone contains indefinite 
volumes of different regions of the past ordered by 
distance to the present - the horizontal lines trisecting the 
cone symbolise this notion.

Each moment contains the totality of the past and at the 
summit of the cone (S) resides the image of the body 
concentrated into a point of present immediate experience. The consciousness may intuitively 
dip through this successive flow of memory forming associations and reflections, necessary for 
the realisation of serendipity.

Image: Henri Bergson, ‘Memory Cone’ <http://piratesandrevolutionaries.blogspot.com/2011/06/motionless- duration-in-
deleuzes-bergson.html> [accessed January 7, 2012]

1 Henri Bergson, ‘The Creative Mind’ (p. 164/193)
2 Edwin H. Land, ‘A Genius and His Magic Camera’, ‘Life’ Magazine, issue. October 27, 1972
3 Henri Bergson, ‘Matter and Memory’, ?

Bergson’s Memory Diagram 



Furthermore, Bergson complements this image of the memory process by including rotation via 
the analogy of a telescope1: the cone directs itself towards a memory, just as a telescope is aimed 
towards the night sky– and by attempting to focus and adopting the correct receptive attitude 
(rotating the rings of the telescope) memories are re-established. This rotation recollection draws 
upon the memories of highest utility to paste upon the situation of the moment, highly 
comparable with the process of discovery via serendipity.

In other words, the memory contracts the images from the past just as the constellations must be 
condensed and brought back down to earth to be received by the eyes and brain. This 
contraction moves from singular images to generalities, on which action can be based. Vitally, it 
is an interpretation with a view to action.

1 Leonard Lawlor, Valentine Moulard, ‘Henri Bergson’, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2011, Winter Edition 
<http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/bergson/> [accessed January 7, 2012]



...on Intuition
                 as Method
 

Bergson’s method is to find the solution in the analysis of the problem itself.
Intuition is the reflective manner in which we conduct out consciousness: ‘neither a feeling nor a 
misconceived disorderly sympathy1’ but a precise means by which to experience duration. 
Duration and memory involve lived realities whereas intuition is an essential knowing.

“Intuition is the method of Bergsonism”2, employed to unravel ‘badly analysed composites3’ in 
order to rediscover the differences in kind beneath the degrees. This complex process contains a 
plurality of meanings, over and above the sum of duration and memory; the combination is an 
attempt to provide a method with a precision equivalent to that of science.

In order to determine the precision of the method three propositions must be considered: firstly, 
the stating and creating of problems, secondly, the discovery of genuine differences in kind and 
thirdly, apprehension of duration4. It is through these rules that we can discover the appropriate 
questions and therefore the solutions, or the fundamental meaning, in which we get back to the 
basic essence of intuition as a lived, creative act and discover the precision of the method.

Conflictingly, social prejudices push for a solution as a truth or falsity within a problem, 
however this is not true freedom; ‘true freedom lies in a power to decide, to constitute problems 
themselves’5. Deleuze likens this to Marxist theory in that “humanity only sets problems that it is 
capable of solving”6. Bergson and Marx both saw problems as intrinsic within the solution, and 
so in setting a well-analysed question the solution comes with it, thus avoiding circularity.

These false problems appear in two varieties; non-existent problems that are based on a 
confusion of the ‘more’ and the ‘less’ and badly stated questions that include badly analysed 
composites. For both, the problem lies in thinking of general ideas (true-false, more-less), when 
infact there are a multiplicity of orders, realities and existences. In thinking in terms of general 
ideas we overlook differences in kind between the oppositions. As creative individuals we must 
attempt to perceive these illusions in which we are immersed, through the method of intuition.

Both problems involve seeing things in terms of difference in degrees whereas the reality 
involves differences in kind. This is the error common to science and metaphysics according to 
Bergson. The serendipitous method, holds the same values as Bergson’s intuition as a qualitative 
and unscientific method, existing in a multiplicitous spectrum of processes and experiences.

1 Gilles Deleuze, ‘Bergsonism’, (p. 13)
2 Gilles Deleuze, ‘Bergsonism’, (p. 13)
3 Gilles Deleuze, ‘Bergsonism’, (p. 27)
4 Gilles Deleuze, ‘Bergsonism’, (p. 13-35)
5 Gilles Deleuze, ‘Bergsonism’, (p. 15)
6 Keith Ansell Pearson, ‘Germinal Life: The Difference of and Repition of Deleuze’, The Difference of Bergson, 1999, 
Routledge, London (p. 23)



Bergson’s solution involves Plato’s idea of “carving nature at its joints”1; by severing naturally 
distinct segments through intuition we can distinguish the conditions of experience, over and 
above the reality of the composite itself2. If we view all difference in kind as two separate lines of 
thought then we can imagine experience expanding beyond itself and beyond the human condi-
tion. This perception gives us a reality as truth: the intersection reveals tendencies that differ in 
kind [and] link to give rise to the thing-as-we- know-it3. Through this severance of composites 
we derive dualisms, which in turn reveal monisms as an intersection at the point of truth4. This 
gives us sufficient reason for intuition as a precise knowledge.

Therefore, experience reveals to us composites and the precision of intuition reveals the radical 
differences in kind, thus forming a method for perceiving a superior reality and preparing for 
serendipity based on three rules; problematising, differentiating and temporalising.

1 Plato, ‘Plato’s Phaedrus’, 1972, Cambridge University Press, England <http://classics.mit.edu/Plato/phaedrus.html> 
2 Henri Bergson, ‘Creative Evolution’, Dover Publications, New York (p. 318)
3 Gilles Deleuze, ‘Bergsonism’ (p. 27) 
4 Henri Bergson, ‘TFW’ (p. 89)



‘Unless you expect the unexpected you will never find [truth], for it is hard to discover and hard to 
attain.1’

Serendipity as Method in Artistic Practice

In all likelihood Bergson considered reality (la durée) itself as an aesthetic experience. Art is 
more than its object - it is the experience of these things, through our ‘intuitive apprehension of 
the continual creation of novelty2’.

Serendipity is inherent in artistic practice due to the interpretation and improvisation necessary 
in creativity. Receptivity to the acausal3 system for interpretation is the method by which we may 
rediscover and recreate our perception of reality (through the realisation of synchronicities4 and 
novelties).

In terms of method in scientific investigation, Merton wrote of the importance of unintended 
consequences on intended actions. It was his concept of the “serendipity pattern5” which brought 
novel potential to light in the realm of science. His writing develops a precise structure for 
validity observing an unanticipated, anomalous and strategic datum which becomes the 
occasion for developing a new theory or extending an existing theory6, in which we may 
legitimately rediscover and recreate reality through the agency of intuition. These coincide with 
Bergson’s method of ‘problematising, differentiating and temporalising7’ to complete the frame-
work specific to artistic practice.

Therefore, in terms of our endeavor, serendipity may be seen as a method of intuitive interaction 
and “art is an enquiry into the nature of change”8 thus it follows that serendipity is an 
advantageous capacity for all artists in the “open ended, ungovernable part of that essential plaid 
woven of art, philosophy and science.”9. When this capacity is seen as a technique it offers some 
guidelines; unexpected or unsought occurrences coupled with sagacity provide not only a 
method for selecting the context but within that, the structure of the content may also be 
discovered.

1 Heraclitus, as quoted in; Thomas Grissom, ‘The Physicist’s World: The Story of Motion and The Limit’s to Knowl-
edge’, 2011, The John Hopkins University Press, Maryland, USA (p. 10)
2 Justin Clemens, ‘The Romanticism of Contemporary Theory: Intuition, Aesthetics, Nihilism’ 2003, European Cul-
tural Transitions, Ashgate Publishings Ltd. England (p. 141) 
3 Carl G. Jung, ‘Synchronicity: An Acausal Connecting Principle’, 1955 (2008), Routledge, Sussex, England
4 Carl G. Jung, ‘Synchronicity’
5 Robert K. Merton, ‘The Travels and Adventures of Serendipity’ (Introduction XXI) 
6 Robert K. Merton, ‘The Travels and Adventures of Serendipity’ (Introduction XXI)
7 Gilles Deleuze, ‘Bergsonism’ (p. 35) 
8 Nuno Sacramento, Claudia Zeiske, ‘ARTocracy; Art, Informal Space and Social Consequence: A Curatorial Hand-
book in Collaborative Practice’ Jovis Verlag, Scotland (p. 3)
9 Nuno Sacramento, Claudia Zeiske, ‘ARTocracy; Art, Informal Space and Social Consequence’ (p. 4)



Within this process, unsought discoveries seem to sculpt our reality to encompass our free will. 
Pasteur reminds us “dans les champs de l’observation... chance favours only prepared minds1.”
 Indeed, I found encouragingly similar advice from Bergson hinting at the very same 
phenomena in which the eye sees only what the mind is willing to comprehend2. Thus, I suggest 
a simple sensory receptivity experiment for a serendipitous mind:

Consider the ground as a collage. Take notice/collect something that you are drawn to. 
Now, continue to search for this ‘thing’ for the duration of the process (until you are 
convinced). Do not focus on the task in hand.

One will not (or very rarely) find the object when it is deliberately searched for, yet the receptive 
eye and prepared mind continue the search while the focus is elsewhere. This represents Berg-
son’s memory cone; our minds are constantly dipping from the present to the past for pleasing 
forms, ideas and significant associations. Serendipity assists this constant process, yet unfortu-
nately, even with this structure, does not work to a measurable time-scale.

We are taught to focus on that which is relevant to the final piece or proposal, however this leads 
to negligence where valuable insight may be missed. Serendipity can be considered a byprod-
uct of research and creative practice yet could prove to be a precious and propitious element of 
creativity. I am interested in the mechanisms by which things happen and all research process’ 
involves, to some extent, a series of serendipitous moments, resulting in the unpredictability of 
artistic practice.

From explorers to scientists to artists, these mechanisms have been condensed within the ex-
ploration of reality, eventually encompassing the study of the actual process of exploration itself. 
Artists are essentially a kind of neo-scientist/philosopher, investigating the inner processes of 
consciousness and documenting the fortuitous rather than deterministic narrative of discovery. 
Furthermore, the art ‘world’ (with it’s network of interdisciplinary links) is the perfect home for 
serendipity and besides this; the life of an artist provides the unstructured field-work.
Serendipity can be considered a “means for escaping the biases engrained in us by culture, his-
tory and science3”; reason may limit serendipity’s power, yet coupled with creativity unsought 
occurrences provide the spring-board for a leap beyond rationality.

1 Louis Pasteur, Inaugural Lecture, University of Lille, France, 1854
2 Henri Bergson, ‘An Introduction to Metaphysics’, 1912, Translated by T. E Hulme, G.P. Putnam’s Sons, New York (p. 
82 -83)
3 George Brecht, ‘Chance Imagery’, 1966, Something Else Press, New York, USA



Personal Practice

Through discussion of my artistic practice I aim to place the preceding understanding of 
serendipity, via Bergson’s insight, into context.

My “situations” are highly performative yet are to be perceived without a performer or character 
as such; it exists as a scene and hints at a Bergsonian reality in which this field of study 
(‘serendiptology’) exists. My laboratory-studio is an ongoing process - a durational practice - 
ever evolving and mutating in collaboration with my experiences of serendipity. The audience is 
also subject to a personal experience of serendipity...

My practice is an attempt to explore, artistically, the notion of serendipity, seeking to hone this 
capacity and to provoke consideration of how we, as creative individuals, function in the chaos 
of the quotidian. Consequently, instead of setting out with a proposed project in mind, a 
serendiptologist sets out with a receptive and reflective attitude, prepared to understand and 
respond to situations via intuition. We are thus representing the more capricious side of 
discovery.

 Image: Eilidh McKay, ‘Studio-laboratory’, 2011, Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art and Design (DoJ), Scotland

 



The potential of the unsought finding 1 is evident within investigative science hence I carried out 
trial experiments to allow situations for serendipity in my research. Searching for the 
unsought involved apparatus’ to gather tidal water and sand drawings, receptivity experiments 
of water and sound vibrations, comment books in strategic places and many more haphazard 
‘experiments’ to gather serendipitous information from my surroundings. Each project was due 
to some serendipitous encounter or realisation: whether it be grit and water drawings on rock 
faces, burnt branches or free discussion in a language class, the significance of these observations 
struck a chord in my prepared mind. The resulting intuitive understanding and associations are 
to be experienced visually: 

1  Robert K. Merton, ‘The Travels and Adventured of Serendipity’ (XXI)
Image 1/2; E.McKay, ‘Serendipitous Experiment, No. 3, ‘Water Drawing Contraption and close up’, 2011, Reekie Linn, Cupar
Image 3/4; E. McKay, Serendipitous Experiment No. 1 ‘Tidal contraption and close up’, 2011, Broughty Ferry, Scotland





These experiments often involved make-shift apparatus and mark making which led to a 
collaboration in which we stumbled upon a book1  of instructions to construct a Harmonograph;

1 John Southcliffe Martineau, ‘A Little Book of Coincidence; in the Solar System’ 2000, Wooden Books, England
Images; E. McKay Water Drawings 1, 2 & 3/ Harmonograph by Dorain Braun and Eilidh McKay
Diagram; Brandon Wertz ‘Fig. 168, Simple Rectilinear Harmonograph’ How To Make A Harmonograph, 2008 <http://www.
xyhd.tv/2008/11/how-to/metal-work-and-simple-machines/how-to-make-a-harmonograph-or-spirograph> 
[accessed January 7, 2012]



A harmonograph is an old drawing machine, which depends on the ratio of movement between 
three pendulums relating to the intervals of musical notation to create ‘graphs’ of this movement. 
In regards to musicality this was beyond my current knowledge however, we made the 
harmonograph and attempted to understand through experimentation. As yet, we have not 
come to any complete understanding of the contraption but the shaky spirals and promising 
“graphs” we produced (not to mention the hypnotizing movement of the instrument) allowed us 
an intuitive understanding which transcends linguistic extension. For Bergson, language relies 
on analysing, organising and spatialising experience and therefore cannot sufficiently capture the 
durational flux of life as art can. The intuitive interaction of serendipity involved in the artistic 
process tears aside conventional norms and creates its own criteria in which to be judged. For 
me, this was the beginning of my intuitive understanding of serendipity. 

In this method, observational validity for the artist reveals a myriad of legitimate content, 
limited only by the observer. Even so, our unique durational identity returns to similar notions 
and aesthetics in every new project. This identity brings in novel potential for retrospective
associations as our memory extends and expands with the flux of durational experience. In this 
way the potential associations and synchronicities become more frequent as the consciousness 
expands.  Therefore, inherent in my artwork is a deep interest in the realities that, not only I, but 
we individually create for ourselves through exploration within this flux.

Hence, I set up a discursive workshop involving a variety of persons (from dancers to artists to 
scientists) to gain a fuller understanding of the magnitude of serendipity as a successful and 
positive means of working. Absorbed by this notion, each participant found it to manifest within 
all aspects of their creative processes.  Moreover, individuals arrived at an understanding via 
their own durational identity; each transposed lived experience onto the concept in order to 
grasp it. One queried; “Doesn’t an artist have to constantly consider serendipity?1 ”. 

Yes, this constant consideration of contingencies structures the method, yet drawing from 
Bergson’s image of the ‘over-ripe fruit’ the process may be seen as a succession of coincidental 
drops involving necessary inner and outer conditions motivated by the immediacy of continual 
practical activity.

1 Khalid Alsayed, Informal Discussion, Dundee University, 2011



To complete the narrative, I wish to add, this informal discussion was held at the Dundee 
University FreeShop; 

This group project provides a base for exchange and serendipitous activity. Set up in 2009, the Free Shop 
is in collaboration with its unsuspecting participants: it may be seen as a “free space” providing 
unexpected yet positive interdisciplinary conversation and discoveries between found objects and 
visitors.

Taken as a whole, the creation of “Serendiptology” as an inward-looking reflection within my own 
practice has become an authentic practice led dialogue, an attitudinal process and a continual flux of 
discovery.

Images; http://www.facebook.com/groups/133070173429435/
Dundee (People and Plaet) Free Shop, The University of Dundee, Microcentre



“The picture is not thought out and determined beforehand, rather while it is being made it follows 
the mobility of thought. Finished, it changes further, according to the condition of him who looks at 
it 1”

Corresponding Artistic Practice

This section follows the development of serendipity in art and looks at artists who utilise the 
previously developed framework for serendipity within various elements of their practice.

The creative possibilities of arbitrariness reveal the tension between chance and control, 
order and chaos, autonomy and originality. Aleatoric art spurs an endless debate concerning the 
agency of the artist and the potential secrets of the subconscious. From painting to performance 
art there is always this hint of contingency, yet serendipity involves more than the hint of chance 
in determining the outcome of artistic progression - it is an intuitive process collaborating with 
unexpected experience: durational, conscious and controllable. 

In this way, serendipity may allow a surprising observation to lead to a new imperative for 
artistic practice. Intuitive improvisation began an abstraction in art that would be the catalyst for 
contemporary artistic practice, thus pure serendipity is not just rearranging existing structures, 
but reconsidering existing structures.

The pioneers of this shift, Duchamp and Cage , furthered this abstraction of re-contextualisation 
through the intellectual manoeuvres of the ready-made; they created an order that encompassed 
coincidence and serendipity and pushed against logical reality…

1 Pablo Picasso, ref. by Brewster Ghiselin, ‘The Creative Process: A Symposium’ (Conversation With Picasso, Christian 
Zervos) 1952, University of California Press, London, England (p. 49)



However, it is the development of ‘durational practice’ that creates a reality for the Bergsonian 
sense of serendipity: durational practice entails a procedural and situational method in which 
the artist or art endures within a context resulting in a practice led dialogue between situation, 
artist, art and audience. This dialogue is therefore contingent, yet is to be conducted and 
nurtured through the attitudinal process set in motion by the artist.

As such, this may involve a variety of content and context, for example, Ruth Claxton works in 
a variety of media altering pre-existing objects to create installations, which begin to question 
what it is to perceive and experience, thus her work is of interest in terms of the engagement it 
provokes in its audience. ‘And My Eyes Danced1’ uses the existing boating pond on a beach as a 
frame for her series of overlapping rings of glass panels. The piece works with the changing light 
and water level to create an ever-changing mirage. This performative piece of public work 
changes with the flux of reality and is continually becoming with every new eye that perceives it.

1 Ruth Claxton, ‘And My Eyes Danced’, 2010, Weston-Super-Mare <http://www.situations.org.uk/publications/and-
my-eyes-danced/>  [accessed January 7, 2012]



 In addition, she utilises existing structures in a novel way. This project was set up via a series of 
installations based around ‘Situations1’ and here; Claxton has created a durational experience 
relating to the location (‘beach resort’) as a performative site. The installation provides novel 
associations between the changing conditions of the experience through the audience as unsus-
pecting participants. The impact of the advanced context, from gallery to situation, is impera-
tive to our intuitive understanding of the piece and what’s more, the specific perception of each 
individual is serendipitous in terms of the interactive contingency between each perception and 
the work itself. Like this, serendipity is inherent in many aspects of her work, from the discovery 
of the site to the ever-changing colour composition and the reaction of the audience.

This durational practice often involves an experiential and interactive element of social ques-
tioning as an attempt to shift perspectives. Jeppe Hein does just that with his ‘Modified Social 
Benches2 ’; by creating a potential scene for dialogue in a social situation he prompts serendipi-
tous encounters and exchange.

A similar contingency of social participation structures this work, yet moreover the activity was 
initiated via an unexpected observation. It was through observation of his initial bench sculp-
tures in situ Hein realised the power of the serendipitous discourse that it brought about. This 
everyday observation proved to be significant for Hein, as he began to ‘reconsider the impact 
of his interactive sculptures in relation to the space, his inhabitants3’ and the unpredictability of 
conscious beings. A bench is an object that provides a means for unforeseeable behaviour; de-
pending on its location, it can be a seat, a bed or a sanctuary where conscious individuals may 
share a common durational experience and this is central to Hein’s discourse. It implies that the 
opportunities for [serendipity] introduced by a bench (or a space) are subject to the people that 
move through it4.

 Again, this artist has ‘modified’ an existing structure and through analysis of this series of sculp-
tures we can presume that Hein followed the structure of a serendipitous method. The sculp-
tures certainly began through an observational anomaly of the intersection of art, discourse and 
functionality in society. However, it is the dysfunctional aspect to these modified benches which 
prompts a reassessment of the object-in-itself and facilitates contingent situations for unsought 
discovery. Durational art thus becomes a collaboration between the artist, the flux of reality and 
the perceiving conscious’ of the audience. 

1 Claire Doherty, ‘Situations’, 2003 <http://www.situations.org.uk/about-situations/>
2   Jeppe Hein, ‘Modified Social Benches’, 2007, Miami, Florida, USA
3  Michele Robecchi, ‘Jesse Hein – Modified Social Benches’ 2006 <http://www.johannkoenig.de/inc/02_art_texts_
popup.php?publication_id=62> [accessed January 7, 2012]
4 Morgan Falconer, ‘Jeppe Hein’, Frieze Magazine, Issue 111, Nov – Dec 2007, <http://www.frieze.com/issue/review/
jeppe_hein1/>





In this way, Claxton and Hein’s work is cautious and - with serendipity as a capricious 
phenomenon - the immediacy and spontaneity of film and photography is at times the most
appropriate method to capture moments in our durational experience. Many artists who use 
these mediums comment on the serendipitous aspects of their work, yet Agnes Varda’s 
documentaries are serendipitous in every quality. For example, ‘Les Glaneurs et La Glaneuse1’ 
is scattered with unexpected, almost accidental film clips of her hands or some thing she has 
found. The journey follows the lives of people she has met who ‘glean’ food and clothing in order 
to survive yet at various moments she improvises a change of focus in considering and 
responding to a new and seemingly irrelevant discovery, such as a heart-shaped potato, which 
often turns out to be relevant in terms of the full narrative of the piece.

In terms of photography, Richard Wentworth’s collaborative series of photographs – ‘Making 
Do and Getting By2’ – also focus entirely on the serendipitous discovery, documented through a 
series of improvised gestures: 

1 Agnes Varda, ‘The Gleaners and I’ (Les Glaneurs et La Glaneuse) 2000, Dir. Agnes Varda, Zeitgeist Video
2 Richard Wentworth, ‘Making Do and Getting By’, 2007, Tate Britain, London, permanent collection display



 
Images (LEFT); Richard Wentworth                   ‘Making Do and Getting By’ 2007                       Images (RIGHT); Jane Fulton Suri     



Infact, these photographs of found interventions are shown alongside a similar series from the
research designer Jane Fulton Suri in an attempt to draw associations between the two 
disciplines and consider the motivation behind each photograph. The process focuses on the 
‘provisional acts of invention and intervention1’ within the quotidian, from sandwiches perched 
in trees to various implements holding doors and windows open. This series, in its totality 
provides evidence of the natural inclination to group images to form patterns and associations, 
and reveals a common interest in the subtleties of quotidian interaction. The difference lies in 
Wentworth’s motivation to consider serendipitous intervention, while the designer is more 
intrigued by potential for invention. Nonetheless, both have utilised serendipity to their 
advantage in developing an understanding of reality. This series reveals coincidence as a way 
of making sense of the flux reality, but also exposes the potential for a novel sense of reality via 
recognition of anomalies.

Artist and designer both show how documenting and considering the associations and 
anomalies of serendipity may lead to constructive creative abstraction and expansion and 
therefore, innovation.

Even so, to uncover serendipity in the artistic exploits of others is problematic; in terms of the 
actual process of creativity there is often little or no evidence of these serendipitous moments, 
which I believe is due to the behind-the-scenes component in which these processes take place. 
For this reason, durational practice is the most appropriate source as an attitudinal process in 
which the process and result of art-making is considered in terms of a richer narrative. 
Overall, this selection is merely a ripple in a great ocean of serendipitous and durational practice, 
yet the diversity shown here points at the intrinsic nature of serendipity in artistic practice and 
the ever-expanding potential of this method of study.

1 Kevin Henry, ‘Parallel Universes: Making Do and Getting By + Thoughtless Acts (Mapping the quotidian from two 
perspectives)’ 2012, Core77 Ltd. <http://www.core77.com/reactor/03.07_parallel.asp>  [accessed January 7, 2012]



To conclude 

I propose one must regard each artistic process as a narrative in its totality in order to fully 
comprehend the extent of serendipity within it. It is the response that births serendipity from 
mere chance and indeterminacy.

Throughout this study a notion has developed which provides an insightful catalyst and an 
advantageous perception in considering and continuing the process of artistic practice. The 
emphasis on continual and precise observation and reflection dissolves the anesthetic of 
rationality to expose creatively fortuitous pathways and associations initially revealed to us 
through experience of Bergson’s notion of free will.

Serendipity lingers in all processes concerning free will and intuition together with critical 
emphasis on the process of artistic creativity as a durational dialogue. These procedures have 
proved challenging to measure and harness for use as a sporadic yet powerfully transformative 
source; nevertheless an underlying framework is exposed for further development. 
Indeed, to articulate serendipity is almost a betrayal; one cannot foresee the artistic possibilities 
that may arise for they will develop and become manifest through many serendipitous moments 
in the durational flux of reality. Nevertheless, it can be said that this methodology values 
intuition and requires the precision of this capacity in order to be fortuitously coupled with 
significant unplanned experiences. If this process is carried out sincerely and sagaciously then 
the essential knowing discovered by Bergson will reveal itself to the prepared mind.

We have reached a Serendiptology that is not without focus; it is an intuitive and spontaneous 
pursuit to understanding and developing a Bergsonian sense of reality. With this framework at 
its core, serendipity has irrefutably become a viable, potent and engaging method within 
contemporary artistic practice and research. 
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